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Welcome to the 3K Plan 
 
ENJOY THE JOURNEY 
 
Over the next 4 weeks you are going on a journey of training and self-discovery towards your goal to improve your 3Km time. It 
is important to stay focussed and enjoy the process of getting fit and race sharp. 4 weeks of training, might not seem like a big 
commitment, but getting the support of family and friends is really important. Share this plan with them so that they know the 
challenges ahead and can support you on your journey. Find people to run with as often as possible.  
 
THE KEYS TO SUCCESS 
 
There will be temptation to put in extra miles or increase intensity in this plan. The plan is progressive and allows you to access 
the keys to success: 
 
1. Build the aerobic base 
2. Build the threshold pace into your runs 
3. Make race pace feel easier by doing lots of VO2 Max Work 
 
SUPPORT WORK 
 
In order to get the most from your running we suggest adding strength training, mobility work and sports massage into your 
plan. We have added two excellent workouts at the back of this plan to give you some ideas. If you can get regular sports 
massage it will keep your body finely tuned for the challenges ahead. Five minutes post run stretching or foam rolling will help 
your recovery each day.  
 
PACES 
 
Use a previous race to calculate your paces. The key is to find the right paces for 
 
Mile pace – for anaerobic efforts 
VO2Max pace – for 3K pace efforts 
Lactate Threshold pace – for tempo and broken tempos 
Aerobic Easy Pace – for recovery and aerobic development 
 
These paces can be found by clicking here: 
 

https://www.runtechniquecoach.com/pace-calculator 
 
Enter a race time or estimated time and then hit the training tab to find your paces. If in doubt, please contact us at 

richard@runtechniquecoach.com and we’ll get back to you asap. 
 
 
EATING,DRINKING AND SLEEPING 
 
It goes without saying that eating enough food to replace the lost calories is very important. It also goes without saying that 
hydration is critical for performance and recovery. The biggest factor for completing the plan is sleep. Get as much as you can. 
Go to bed early!  
 
FUELLING 
 
Experiment with race day fuelling early in the plan and on your long runs. Detailed fuelling is outside the scope of this plan.  
 
ILLNESS/OVER TRAINING 
 
Training hard pushes your body to its limits. You walk a fine line between ultimate fitness and illness. That said you must keep 
the right side and not push too hard. Too much training and stress hormones kick in. Forget your ego and uploading great 
sessions to Strava or Training peaks to impress friends. Concentrate on getting to race day in the best form that you can get 
from this plan. The plan will make you tired of course, but spotting the impending illness through doing too much can be difficult 
to spot. Look for problems in sleeping, irritability, a lack of motivation and eating changes (bingeing). These may all be signs that 
you need caution – more sleep, better and increased food, better hydration and LESS training. So back off if you need to.  
 

https://www.runtechniquecoach.com/pace-calculator
mailto:richard@runtechniquecoach.com
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INJURY/NIGGLES 
 
Sadly 70% of runners are injured every year and 25% are side-lined at any one time. Do not ignore a niggle, back off and get it 
seen to by a Professional. Rest if necessary or look for cross training opportunities.  
 

THE LONG RUN 

These key runs have many positive effects. They develop your physiology (cardiovascular system), your body (muscular skeletal 

system) and your mind/psychology. Increase gradually and you have a great base for your marathon. 

The physiology improvements include a stronger heartbeat (pushing more blood per beat), creating more blood capillaries to 

the muscles and creating more energy cells (mitochondria) to serve the muscles.  The long runs also develop fat metabolism, 

and improved glycogen stores. 

The body improvements include the strengthening of your bones, muscles, tendons and ligaments, plus a reduction in weight so 

that your strength to weight ratio improves. You develop efficiency in movement to use less energy when running.  

The mind becomes used to the duration of the runs and your confidence builds. At a lower intensity these runs can help lower 

stress and become almost meditative.  

The plan has three easy long runs and several recovery runs. This is a conversational pace, 65% max Heart Rate.  

VO2max DEVELOPMENT 

This is an important physiological area for development and is used frequently in the short programme. The maximal aerobic 

capacity VO2max is your ability to supply your muscles with maximal oxygen via the blood. Yes, it is important is to increase your 

VO2max, but more important is your pace at VO2 Max. This equates to an all-out effort for just 9 minutes. Sessions such as 6x4 

minutes at 3K/5K pace with 3-4 minutes recovery develop this system. 

LACTATE THRESHOLD RUNS (LT) 

Lactate is a sugar produced by you as a by-product of respiration. Your body uses this as an energy source until the amount of 

lactate exceeds its capability to re-use it. Your LT marks the exact level where your ability to clear lactate from your system 

matches its production. In running terms this occurs at the pace that you can sustain for 1 hour. It is of vital importance for ALL 

running, because a higher LT means that you are able to run faster for longer. This plan has a number of LT Sessions to develop 

this system.  

FORCE PRODUCTION/ RAW SPEED – ALACTIC SYSTEM 

By running uphill and doing sprints you are able to generate a bigger force quickly and develop your technique. This develops 

your whole body and connects it as one, particularly the legs and giving you the natural springs in your feet/ankle complex. This 

plan has some speed work of 5x50m in some session, but we don’t have time for hills in this plan. Sprint fast while developing 

efficiency and good form.  

ANAEROBIC PACE 

Anaerobic means without Oxygen. This is the ability to run when your oxygen system has been exhausted. By running fast reps 

without enough recovery, you challenge this system. Keep your form. We work this system as the VO2 Max sits in between the 

Aerobic and Anaerobic Systems. In fact the VO2Max needs both to be working to be at its best. So by running faster than Mile 

pace for long enough we start this process and improve our efficiency in buffering lactate.  

GLOSSARY 
 
At the back of the plan, we have a glossary of running terms to explain the sessions in the plan.  
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3K PLAN OVERVIEW 

This plan is designed for an experienced runner, who trains five or six days per week. It can be adapted for any level of runner.  

VO2 Max – we develop from 3 minute reps to 6 minute reps 

Aerobic – 90 and 100 minute runs 

Anaerobic – 6x400 and 5x500 

Lactate Threshold – 2 Tempo Runs 

 
BEING A SLAVE TO THE PLAN 
 
This plan has been calculated as an optimal plan. It would great if you could stick to it without fuss and arrive in perfect shape 
for time trial day. In the real world this doesn’t happen. So be realistic. If your club is doing a similar session, run with others 
instead. If your friends are doing a similar but not same long run, you’d be better running with others. Improvise in this situation 
such as maybe adding a mile on at the end or 20 minutes before, or maybe pushing on with a Threshold or MP segment. Its 
supposed to be fun and it is more fun with others.  
If you are too tired or feel a niggle, simply skip a session and REST or substitute for an easy run.  
 

GOOD LUCK. HAVE FUN.   
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Week No 1 2

Monday

RECOVERY Rest or 30 -40 mins easy running + 

Core / conditioning + Restorative Work 

Stretching, Rolling, Mobilising

RECOVERY Rest or 30 -40 mins easy running + 

Core / conditioning + Restorative Work 

Stretching, Rolling, Mobilising

Tuesday

VO2 MAX 10 mins jog warm up, drills and 

strides before session.2x3minutes, 

4x90seconds, 2x3minutes at 3k pace, equal 

recovery after each rep. Standing, walking or 

jogging as recovery.  10 mins jog cool down 

afterwards. 

VO2 MAX 6x4 mins with 4 mins recovery at 3k 

pace. 10 minutes jog warm up, drill and strides. 

10 minutes rest then 5x50m sprints with 2-3 

minutes recovery. 10 mins jog after. 

Wednesday
RECOVERY 40 minutes relaxed run. Smooth, 

don’t push it today. 

RECOVERY 40 minutes relaxed run. Smooth, 

don’t push it today. 

Thursday

ANAEROBIC 10 mins warm up. Drills and 

Strides. Main Session 6x400 at slightly faster 

than Mile pacewith 3 minutes recovery. 10 

mins cool down jog.

LACTATE THRESHOLD 5 mile tempo. 1 mile 

easy, 3 miles at just quicker than HM pace, 1 

mile easy

Friday

RECOVERY Rest or 30 -40 mins easy running + 

Core / conditioning + Restorative Work 

Stretching, Rolling, Mobilising

RECOVERY Rest or 30 -40 mins easy running + 

Core / conditioning + Restorative Work 

Stretching, Rolling, Mobilising

Saturday

VO2 MAX 10 mins jog warm up, drills and 

strides before session. 7x3minutes at 3k pace. 

Equal recovery after each rep. Standing, 

walking or jogging as recovery. 10 mins jog 

cool down afterwards.

VO2 MAX 10 minutes jog warm up, drill and 

strides. MAIN SESSION 5x5 mins with 5 mins 

recovery at 3Km Pace. 10 mins cool down jog 

after. 

Sunday

AEROBIC 90 minute Aerobic Run. This shouild 

be at a low heart rate, nice and easy. This is 

part recovery and part aerobic development. 

AEROBIC 100 minute Aerobic Run. This shouild 

be at a low heart rate, nice and easy. This is 

part recovery and part aerobic development. 

LOADING Easy Medium
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Week No 3 4

Monday
REST  + Restorative Work Stretching, Rolling, 

Mobilising

RECOVERY Rest or 30 -40 mins easy running + 

Core / conditioning + Restorative Work 

Stretching, Rolling, Mobilising

Tuesday

ANAEROBIC 10 mins warm up. Drills and 

Strides. Main Session 6x400 at slightly faster 

than Mile pacewith 5 minutes recovery. 10 

mins cool down jog.

ANAEROBIC 10 mins warm up. Drills and 

Strides. Main Session 5x500 at Mile pace or 

quicker with 5 minutes recovery. 10 mins cool 

down jog.

Wednesday
RECOVERY 40 minutes relaxed run. Smooth, 

don’t push it today. 

RECOVERY 40 minutes relaxed run. Smooth, 

don’t push it today. 

Thursday

LACTATE THRESHOLD 6 mile tempo. 1 mile 

easy, 4 miles at just quicker than HM pace, 1 

mile easy

RECOVERY 30 minutes relaxed run. Smooth, 

don’t push it today.                          4 

x100metres at 3km pace as strides after your 

run. 

Friday

RECOVERY Rest or 30 -40 mins easy running + 

Core / conditioning + Restorative Work 

Stretching, Rolling, Mobilising

REST

Saturday

VO2 MAX 10 minutes jog warm up, drill and 

strides. MAIN SESSION 3x6 mins with 6 mins 

recovery at 3Km Pace. 10 minutes recovery 

then 5x50m sprints with 3 minutes recovery. 

10 mins cool down jog after. 

TIME TRIAL 1x3Km Fast 10 mins jog warm up, 

drills and strides before session. Focus on 1 

x3Km. Choose your strategy wisely. 10 mins 

jog cool down afterwards.

Sunday

AEROBIC 90 minute Aerobic Run. This shouild 

be at a low heart rate, nice and easy. This is 

part recovery and part aerobic development. 

AEROBIC 60 minutes easy to finish a hard 

week

LOADING Medium Hard
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EXAMPLE STRENGTH ROUTINES 

It is important to support your running by having a body that is strong enough to cope with the increased demand from this 

plan. I suggest that twice per week you work through a routine that is similar to the two example routines suggested below: 

 

Strength Routine A 

Click on each exercise for a video demonstration. 

Single Leg Balance 3 x 30 seconds each leg, rest 10 seconds, alternate legs 

Supported Split Squat 3 x 8 reps each leg, alternate sides 

Seated Balance 3x30 seconds, with 30 seconds rest 

Horse Stance Diagonals 3x 8 reps each side, alternate sides. Do reps slowly. Keep still. 

Hip Hinge 3x8 reps, 30 seconds rest. Count 3 going down, one up. Shins vertical. 

Hip Hikes 3x15 reps each side. Count 3 going down, one up. Don’t bend knee.  

 

Strength Routine B 

Single Leg Balance Tuck 3x30 seconds each side 

Dead Bug Heel Slides -alternating legs 3 x 20 

Side to Side Static Lunges 3x16 

Seated Arm Running Drill 3 x40 

Side Lying Leg Raises 3x20 each side 

Downward Dog to Upward Dog 3x8. Try and get heels down (I can’t!) 

 

More routines are available to purchase from https://www.runtechniquecoach.com/shop 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SfntbPMqqdI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CsL5AMXtbCA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sydVNbV9qFk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TONI9Bbp-_E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vGl27Hd1AEY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAI2Bgr_XxU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyUY1Eg6mOY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ww7coq8Ifn0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukj2ACmCxAo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6A5iX-6LNYA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_yViN5TqW2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iuz1gLzV6zQ
https://www.runtechniquecoach.com/shop
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Richard Bruce 

FOUNDER & HEAD COACH  

Richard is a competitive athlete, coach and run technique specialist. He has competed over distance from 800m to the 

Marathon  

Having studied many different teaching methods and working with coaches and other systems, Richard has developed his own 

unique teaching method: The 5 Move System. Linking 5 key positions in the run gait cycle, Richard can link all positions through 

appropriate drills and appropriate training for balance, coordination and strength. 

As an athlete he is looking for that elusive big stage medal, having come 4th in the European Masters and 5th in the World 

Masters over 800m. As a coach he has worked with athletes from age 12 to over 70 from 5K to Marathons, Ultras and from 

Bobsleigh athletes to Crossfitters. 

He has been fortunate to have been coached by some great top level sports professionals - Geoff Williams, John Sullivan, Rob 

Grew and most recently Steve O'Brien. He has seen first hand the training provided to Olympians, English Schools winners and 

the best Masters Athletes in the World.  

Recently joined Luton AC and now coached by Jane Dixon in an Olympic standard training group. 

 

CREDENTIALS 

• UK Athletics Event Group Endurance Coach 

• UK Athletics Endurance Coach 

• Head Coach at Run Technique Coach 

• Designer of The 5 Move System of Teaching 

• Functional Movement Specialist 

• Pose Method Run Technique Specialist 

• Crossfit L1 - Strength & Conditioning 

• Crossfit Endurance - All sports Endurance Coach 

• Masters Degree 

• Bachelors Degree 2.1 
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